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The Neglected Asset Part 2      

Case Study: Loans on a Whole Life policy and long term care policies 

In the last article we highlighted the need for reviewing existing life 

insurance policies.  As is often the case, policies are neglected because 

the original agent is often no longer in the picture and there is no service 

or support for the policy owner.  Change is inevitable.  Much can happen 

over the years to impact family and financial conditions and these valuable 

assets should be reevaluated.  A policy’s performance should be monitored 

to ensure competitiveness and coverage levels need to be periodically 

assessed and possibly adjusted.   

The following are the highlights from a recent case which demonstrates 

the importance of periodic policy audits. Information has been changed / 

redacted to protect client identities.   

Whole Life Case Study 

Assessment 

The client, male age 57, had purchased 

the above listed policies years ago while 

working with a previous firm. Upon 

reviewing the policy, it was revealed 

that the client had taken various loans 

against the cash value, not fully 

understanding any potential long term 

consequences.  Withdrawals and loans 

are certainly available from life 

insurance policies.  The cash value is 

able to provide tax benefits; tax deferred accumulation and tax free 

withdrawals, as well as other benefits like creditor protection.  The issues 

in this case to consider are; whole life policies are more problematic for 

loans than universal life policies and over loaning can actually cause a 

policy to lapse, potentially creating a taxable event.    

The agent that sold the policies had not contacted the client in years and 

is believed to be out of the business.  The loan process had not been 

undertaken with any guidance which resulted in policies that were heavily 

loaned and had a long term risk of lapsing.  Additionally the client’s death 

benefit needs had reduced over the years and the goal is now to reduce 

overall premium outlay.   
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 Existing Policies – Whole 

Life 

 2 Whole Life policies 

 Total Death Benefit: 

$584,000 

 Total Annual Premium: 

$12,678 

 Total Loans: $78,466 

 Net Cash Value: $40,620 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ccpwealth/


Action taken 

After analysis of the existing policies and consideration of various alternatives it was determined that the most 

prudent course of action was to surrender the whole life policies for cash.  This accomplished both the goal to 

save premium dollars while also eliminating the risk of lapse. The surrender of the policies did not create a tax 

liability since the policy values were below the cost basis.  We also were aware from working on the case that the 

client was looking for a source of liquidity so that he and his wife could remodel their kitchen.  There was still 

interest and need for some death benefit which will be addressed in the long term care section. 

Long term Care Insurance Case Study 

Assessment 

The client and his wife, age 55, had both purchased traditional style long term 

care policies several years ago.  These policies had very high benefit limits and 

when purchased were competitively priced.  The main issue to consider 

regarding traditional LTC solutions throughout the industry is that they are 

experiencing price increases which is now impacting these policies as well. 

Over the past years LTC insurance has been subject to major premium 

increases. Initially these increased were mainly affecting new policies, 

however recently these increases have begun affecting existing policies. 

Each of their policies had approximately $500,000 of total benefit and the total 

annual premiums was about $10,000. 

Concerns 

At the time of the policy review the clients had recently been notified that premiums were to increase 25% this 

year and another 20% increase in 2 years.  Additionally there was no guarantee that there would not be further 

premium increases to come.  More details about traditional solutions, the premium increases, and the evolution of 

new LTC solutions will follow in future articles.  

Action taken 

The recent premium increase and pricing instability was the main concern following the review.  The client’s 

primary goal was to reduce insurance premiums and redirect those dollars toward retirement savings.  They client 

decided to discontinue the LTC policies and was able to purchase combination policies – life insurance with long 

term care riders.  This combo policy provided the clients with both the desired death benefit and also LTC 

protection for much less outlay.  Additionally, the way that these policies were designed completely eliminated 

the premium increase risk.  

Long term care planning has become a primary financial planning issue.  Factoring in the high cost of care and 

inflation plus the likelihood of needing care, it is a risk that should be considered in many retirement planning 

scenarios.  Much more will be written about this topic in future articles, stay tuned.  

Conclusion 

After much consideration and evaluation, the overdue review process has accomplished the following: 

 Adjusted Death benefit amounts to meet current needs 

 Achieved desired reduction in insurance premium outlay 

 Eliminated the risk of lapse and potential tax liability from the whole life policies 

 Long term care coverage retained – less coverage than previous but a comfortable amount considering other 

resources that could also be utilized to cover LTC expenses 

 Liquidity sourced to fund kitchen renovation  

 

 Existing Policies – LTC 

 2 Long Term Care poli-

cies 

 Total Death Benefit: 

$500,000 

 Total Annual Premium: 

$10,000 
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